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 
Abstract— Conventional echocardiography is the leading mo-
dality for non-invasive cardiac imaging. It has been recently 
illustrated that high-frame rate echocardiography using diverg-
ing waves could improve cardiac assessment. The spatial resolu-
tion and contrast associated with this method are commonly 
improved by coherent compounding of steered beams. However, 
owing to fast tissue velocities in the myocardium, the summation 
process of successive diverging waves can lead to destructive 
interferences if motion compensation (MoCo) is not considered. 
Coherent compounding methods based on MoCo have demon-
strated their potential to provide high-contrast B-mode cardiac 
images. Ultrafast speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) based 
on common speckle tracking algorithms could substantially bene-
fit from this original approach. In the present paper, we applied 
STE on high-frame-rate B-mode images obtained with a specific 
MoCo technique to quantify the 2-D motion and tissue velocities 
of the left ventricle. The method was first validated in vitro and 
then evaluated in vivo in the four-chamber view of ten volunteers. 
High-contrast high-resolution B-mode images were constructed 
at 500 frames per second. The sequences were generated with a 
Verasonics scanner and a 2.5 MHz phased array. 2-D motion was 
estimated with standard cross-correlation combined with three 
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different subpixel adjustment techniques. The estimated in vitro 
velocity vectors derived from STE were consistent with the ex-
pected values, with normalized errors ranging from 4% to 12% 
in the radial direction, and from 10% to 20% in the cross-range 
direction. Global longitudinal strain (GLS) of the left ventricle 
was also obtained from STE in ten subjects and compared to the 
results provided by a clinical scanner: group means were not 
statistically different (p-value = 0.33). The in vitro and in vivo 
results showed that MoCo enables preservation of the myocardial 
speckles and in turn allows high-frame-rate STE. 
 
Index Terms— Ultrafast Ultrasound, Cardiac Imaging, High-
Frame-Rate Echocardiography, Motion Compensation, Diverg-
ing Waves, Speckle Tracking Echocardiography  
I. INTRODUCTION  
Echocardiography is one of the most widespread modalities 
for cardiovascular imaging due to its high temporal resolution, 
its low cost and because it is a safe real-time diagnostic imag-
ing modality [1]. Speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) is 
a quantitative method for assessing the dynamics of cardiac 
motion. It allows measurement of myocardial velocities and 
deformations in the short-axis and apical views and provides 
valuable information on cardiac synchrony and function [2]. 
When STE is used to derive strains and strain rates, this tech-
nique is also referred to as “strain imaging” [3]. STE is now 
recognized as a quantitative key tool in clinical cardiac re-
search. STE algorithms generally use a block-matching ap-
proach to track the speckles in a sequence of two-dimensional 
B-mode (grayscale) images [4]. In the current clinical practice, 
it is admitted that a frame rate of 50-80 frames/s returns opti-
mal conditions for speckle tracking in the resting heart beating 
at ~70 beats per minute [5]. In some situations, such as for the 
evaluation and management of coronary artery disease, it can 
be recommended to increase the heart rate during an echocar-
diographic examination, i.e. perform a stress echocardiog-
raphy [6]. In a stressed myocardium, the mechanical events 
become shorter; the acquisition frame rate should thus be 
increased (probably proportionally) with the heart rate (up to 
120-140 beats per minute) [5]. Acquiring the whole left ven-
tricular myocardium at such high frame rates is challenging 
with the conventional imaging systems. For this reason, no 
consensus has been reached about the incorporation of STE in 
routine stress echocardiography. Stress echocardiography 
could thus benefit from high-frame-rate ultrasound imaging 
(100-500 fps) [7], [8]. 
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Several techniques have been proposed in the past few years 
to increase frame rate in transthoracic cardiac ultrasound im-
aging while keeping high-quality images. Transmit schemes 
based on focused or unfocused beams have been introduced. 
In the multi-line transmit (MLT) technique, several focused 
beams are transmitted into different directions [9]. Combined 
with multi-line acquisition, MLT frame rate can be further 
increased [10]. MLT-based tissue Doppler imaging at >200 
fps was recently reported [11]. Ultrafast cardiac ultrasound 
imaging is also possible with diverging waves [12]–[14]. To 
preserve contrast and spatial resolution in unfocused wave 
imaging, coherent compounding of images derived from dif-
ferent steering-angle transmits is essential since the individual 
images are of poor quality. Coherent compounding corrects 
the phase delays related to the transmit and receive travel 
times. It improves image quality of motionless or slow-
moving tissues. However, if the motion of fast-moving scat-
terers is neglected, it may cause destructive interferences and, 
in turn, degrade contrast and resolution [15], [16]. Indeed, 
large motions can generate substantial phase delays, thus pro-
ducing non coherent summation. Consequently, a traditional 
compounding approach is not adapted to cardiac imaging, 
especially under pharmacological stress or physical exertion. 
The integration of motion compensation (MoCo) in the com-
pounding process has been shown to ensure coherent summa-
tion and thus improve image quality significantly. MoCo is 
based on the estimation of axial [16] or two-dimensional [17] 
motion between the successive tilted images. The signals are 
then rephased before being summed coherently. It has been 
shown in Porée et al. [14] that radial (axial) motion only needs 
to be compensated in phased-array cardiac imaging, since the 
cross-range resolution is low compared with the radial resolu-
tion. It has also been demonstrated in the same study that a 
triangle transmit sequence (i.e. steering angles increasing then 
decreasing linearly) is more efficient than linear or alternate 
transmission strategies for MoCo based on Doppler estima-
tion. The triangle sequence has the advantage to sum the main 
lobes coherently and the side lobes incoherently. To apply 
MoCo, the motion is assumed constant during N successive 
transmits, providing one tissue Doppler image: one high-
quality compound image is then obtained by summing the N 
motion-compensated complex envelopes. 
 
Speckle tracking is a suitable method for myocardium dis-
placement measurement [4]. This technique, based on the 
local conservation of the speckle patterns, cannot be applied if 
artifacts or poor image quality compromise speckle recogni-
tion from one frame to the next one. As illustrated in the hu-
man left ventricle [14], coherent compounding can produce 
major signal losses if MoCo is not integrated. This is particu-
larly true when the axial myocardial displacements are large, 
mostly during peak diastole (e’), and peak atrial (a’) or ven-
tricular (s’) systoles. On the other hand, the speckle patterns 
are well preserved when MoCo is taken into consideration, 
thus enabling motion estimation based on the tracking of these 
patterns. We here hypothesized that high-frame-rate high-
quality echocardiography based on MoCo allows quantifica-
tion of fast cardiac motions. Speckle tracking methods are 
most commonly based on block matching with normalized 
cross-correlation [4], followed by a subpixel refinement. Sub-
pixel fine-tuning is a key step when the frame-to-frame dis-
placements are less than the pixel size. Three standard meth-
ods were tested in the present study. 
 
The objective of our study was twofold: 1) show that accurate 
STE can be obtained from standard block-matching with high-
frame-rate echocardiography based on diverging wave imag-
ing, 2) determine which subpixel refinement is most appropri-
ate. STE was first validated in vitro in a rotating disk with 
normal to subnormal myocardial speeds. High-frame-rate STE 
of the left ventricular myocardium were then produced in vivo 
in ten healthy volunteers. The in vivo data were acquired with 
a Verasonics research scanner and the local myocardial dis-
placements were determined using speckle tracking with three 
different algorithms for subpixel refinement. The global longi-
tudinal strain (GLS) was also determined as it is a robust 
marker of left ventricular systolic function [18]. The GLS 
waveforms measured by high-frame-rate echocardiography 
(500 fps) were compared against those obtained with a state-
of-the-art clinical General Electric GE scanner (80 fps) and 
commercial workstation (EchoPAC, GE). 
II. METHOD 
A. Motion-Compensated High-Frame-Rate Ultrasound  
The ultrasound I/Q signals were acquired with a Verasonics 
research scanner (V-1-128, Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA) 
and a 2.5 MHz cardiac phased-array transducer (ATL P4-2, 64 
elements). The acquisition parameters are reported in Table 1. 
To be consistent with [14], we applied series of 36 tilted 90°-
wide diverging waves, with virtual sources located behind the 
probe (maximal distance = 1.1 cm), to generate high-contrast 
high-resolution images with the MoCo approach during the 
compounding process. The successive transmit tilt angles 
(ranged between -16° and 16°) were arranged triangularly (i.e. 
increasing then decreasing linearly) to sum the main lobes 
coherently and the side lobes incoherently, as in [14]. An 
image rate of 500 images/s were reached using a 36-sample 
sliding window with 75% overlap (PRF / 36 × 4 = 4500 / 36 × 
4 = 500 FPS). The motion-compensated beamforming proto-
col was similar to that described in [14]: to generate one com-
pound image, the I/Q signals were summed coherently after 
delay-and-sum and Doppler-based motion compensation. 
Speckles were tracked on the log-compressed real envelopes 
(containing 256 radial scanlines, with 500 axial samples each). 
A clinical GE Vivid q scanner was also used with another 2.5 
MHz phased-array transducer (M4S-RS) for the in vivo valida-
tion (see subsection II.D, In Vivo Experiments). 
  
B. Speckle Tracking Echocardiography 
Speckle tracking echocardiography was achieved by tracking 
the speckle patterns using block matching with subsequent 
  
subpixel refinement. Since the displacement fields were ex-
pected to be smooth, with relatively low spatial step gradients, 
we tracked the speckles on low-frequency real envelopes (i.e. 
amplitude of I/Q signals). This I/Q-based approach had also 
the methodological advantage to be potentially less sensitive 
to clutter and to halve data amount (by using quadrature sam-
pling) when compared to RF-based tracking. To determine the 
motion with a one-pixel precision (whose size was half-
wavelength  0.35), we first used the standard method based 
on the normalized cross-correlation calculated in the Fourier 
domain. Post processing parameters are reported in Table 1. 
The real-envelope images (before scan-conversion) were di-
vided into small regions of interest whose dimension (3232) 
corresponded to 1 cm in the radial direction, and 11° in the 
cross-range direction. We worked with ensembles of 20 con-
secutive images, under the assumption that the motion re-
mained unchanged during the time of the successive acquisi-
tions (4.4 ms), to calculate the average of the 19 cross-
correlation matrices (ensemble correlation, see [19]). Peak 
detection of the averaged normalized cross-correlation provid-
ed the displacements with a pixel precision. Subpixel precision 
of the displacement estimates was then obtained through three 
different methods: 
1) Parabolic peak fit of the cross-correlation: the correlation 
was assumed to follow a paraboloid about the peak. Three-
point stencils were used in the two directions to locate the 
correlation peak at a subpixel level (see [19], page 160) 
2) Phase correlation method: the phase angles of the normal-
ized cross power spectrum were fitted to a plane using a 
robust linear regression (see [20], eq. 3). The two slopes of 
the plane provided the two components of the displace-
ment vectors. 
3) Differential optical flow: the Lucas-Kanade method was 
used to solve the optical flow equations on the real enve-
lopes. The ensemble included in the over-determined linear 
system contained 19 image windows. Hanning weights 
were assigned in the resulting weighted least-squares prob-
lem (see [21], eq. 8).  
The velocity vectors derived from STE were post-processed 
with a robust and unsupervised regularizer based on discrete 
cosine transforms [22]. This smoother was validated in 2-D 
and 3-D velocity vector fields containing noisy and spurious 
values [23]. To avoid subjective smoothing, the regularizing 
parameter was selected automatically by minimizing the gen-
eralized cross-validation GCV score [22]. 
 
C. In Vitro Experiments 
In vitro experiments were carried out in a 10-cm-diameter 
rotating disk connected to a step motor. The scales of the ex-
periment matched those observed in the echocardiographic 
apical view: the upper edge was 2 cm far from the probe, and  
the scan-depth was 15 cm. The acoustic properties of the disk 
were tissue-like, with the following composition: agar 3%, 
Sigmacell cellulose powder 3%, glycerol 8% and water. The 
outer speeds (velocity amplitudes at the circumference) ranged 
from 1 to 35 cm/s with a 1.1 cm/s step (maximum angular 
velocity of 7 rad/s with a 0.2 rad/s step). The angular veloci-
ties were chosen to replicate tissue speeds of the left myocar-
dium which can reach values up to 30 cm/s in athletes [24]. 
The STE-derived velocity vectors were compared with the 
ground-truth velocity vector field given by the radius and the 
rotational speed of the disk. Absolute velocity errors were 
calculated both in radial and cross-range directions and nor-
malized by the outer speeds of the disk. The medians of the 
normalized errors were reported for a given angular velocity. 
 
D. In Vivo Experiments 
The aim of this in vivo study was to investigate how high-
frame-rate STE compared with state-of-the-art clinical echo-
cardiography for assessing global myocardial deformation. An 
experienced physician acquired apical four-chamber views of 
the left ventricle with a GE Vivid q scanner (GE Healthcare) 
and the Verasonics scanner, successively. Ten healthy volun-
teers aged 20-40 years were enrolled in the in vivo protocol 
approved by the human ethical review committee of the 
CRCHUM (Research Center of the University of Montreal 
Hospital). The GE imaging sequence was a conventional se-
quential focusing approach at 60 to 80 frames per second. The 
Verasonics scanning sequence and the MoCo beamforming 
approach are described above (subsection II.A). Since the I/Q 
signals issued from the diverging waves were beamformed 
offline, the on-screen display with the Verasonics was of poor 
quality (no MoCo, low refresh rate). With the Verasonics 
scanner, the location and orientation of the probe were thus 
adjusted using a prior sequential focused sequence before 
switching to the high-frame-rate acquisition. From these 10 
pairs (GE + Verasonics) of acquisitions, we computed the GE- 
and Verasonics-derived global longitudinal strains (GLS). The 
GLS is a prognostic marker of the global left ventricular sys-
tolic function measured clinically by STE from a long-axis 
apical view [25]. It reflects the relative longitudinal contrac-
tion (in percent) of the myocardium. The GLS peak is known 
to be around -20% in normal subjects [26]. The GE-derived 
GLS were determined by a physician using an EchoPAC 
workstation (GE Healthcare) with the proprietary speckle 
tacking technique. The Verasonics-derived GLS were meas-
ured after STE with the three abovementioned subpixel meth-
ods as follows. For a given subject, the endocardium was 
delineated manually in the first B-mode image of the high-
frame-rate series under the supervision of a physician. This 
sampled contour was tracked automatically, from frame to 
frame, using the three abovementioned subpixel techniques. 
The instantaneous global longitudinal strain (in %) was esti-
mated as GLSሺ𝑡ሻ = ͳͲͲ [𝐿ሺ𝑡ሻ − maxሺ𝐿ሻ]/ maxሺ𝐿ሻ, where 𝐿ሺ𝑡ሻ is the longitudinal endocardial length at time 𝑡. Note that 
we used the maximum length of the endocardium instead of its 
length at end-diastole since we did not acquire the ECG signal 
when scanning with the Verasonics. This approximation does 
not affect GLS significantly in normal patients. The drifts of 
the strain curves were corrected assuming that the length of 
the left ventricle should return to its original length after a 
complete heart cycle. In clinical STE, drift correction is rec-
ommended to remove cumulative errors. Drift was corrected 
by affine regression. The GLS peaks determined by high-
  
frame-rate echocardiography (Verasonics) were compared 
with those returned by the EchoPAC workstation. The four 
groups (one GE-derived + three Verasonics-derived) were 
compared using a multiple pairwise comparison test with the 
Bonferroni correction (Matlab, Statistics Toolbox, Mathworks 
Inc.). 
 
Table 1. Acquisition and post processing parameters for the in vitro and in 
vivo experiments with the Verasonics research scanner. 
Parameters Values 
Acquisitions 
Probe central frequency 2.5 MHz 
Pulse repetition frequency 4500 Hz 
Number of probe elements 64 
Angular width of the sector 90° 
Tilt angles [-16 : +16]° 
Number of transmits 36 
Sampling frequency 5 MHz 
Post Processing 
MoCo overlap 75% 
B-mode images 500 images/s 
STE ensemble 20 images 
STE images 500 images/s 
III. RESULTS 
A. In Vitro 
The velocity vector images of the disk (see Figure 1) show 
that STE was able to uncover the rigid rotation, with the three 
sub-pixel methods, when MoCo was involved. As a compari-
son, Figure 2 illustrates that MoCo was essential for speckle 
tracking, especially in the presence of large motions. 
 
Figure 1. Examples of estimated in vitro velocity fields and the corresponding 
residuals (right column), when the disk outer speed was 15 cm/s. From top to 
bottom: 1) theoretical ground-truth, and velocity fields derived from: 2) 
correlation peak fitting, 3) phase correlation, 4) optical flow. 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 2. Examples of estimated velocity fields based on peak fitting, with 
and without MoCo. The  disk outer speeds were 2 cm/s (a) and 20 cm/s (b). In 
this example, the vectors were not smoothed. Different scales for the velocity 
vectors were used for a better rendering. 
 
The estimated velocity fields with MoCo were consistent with 
the ground-truth fields, but a bias was observed (the center 
was upward) likely due to the degradation of the cross-range 
resolution with depth. As shown in Figure 3, the normalized 
cross-range errors were higher than the normalized radial 
errors (lower bound = 10% vs. 4%, Figure 3). The phase corre-
lation performed better than the other methods in vitro (Figure 
3; radial: 4.9  0.7 %; cross-range 12.4  0.7 %). When MoCo 
was not integrated in the compounding process, errors on the 
velocity estimations reached 45% in the radial direction when 
the rotation speed was high, which confirms that MoCo is 
  
needed to get high-frame-rate STE. Without MoCo, the speck-
le patterns were indeed not preserved due to the presence of 
destructive interferences (Figure 2). The optical flow method 
also returned small errors in the radial direction (5.7  0.8 %) 
but produced the greatest errors in the cross-range direction. 
The peak fitting approach returned the largest errors in the 
radial direction, especially when the velocities were small. 
Peak fitting by interpolation of the cross-correlation peak is 
indeed subject to significant inaccuracy, especially when the 
frame-to-frame displacements are less than one pixel in mag-
nitude [27]. As a side note, speckle tracking with GE-derived 
B-mode images, obtained at maximum frame rate (70 fps), 
failed with the three methods for large motions. The normal-
ized errors in the cross-range direction were between 20% and 
50% beyond a rotation speed of 5 rad/s. 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
   
(b) 
Figure 3. In vitro normalized errors of the radial (a) and cross-range (b) 
velocities measured by peak fitting, phase correlation and optical flow. The 
abscissa represents the outer speed of the disk. 
B. In Vivo 
Figure 4 shows left ventricular velocity vector images of one 
volunteer during systole (left column) and diastole (right col-
umn). Velocity vectors from peak fitting and optical flow have 
similar directions, but smaller amplitudes were observed with 
peak fitting. The phase-based approach failed to detect cardiac 
motion. These observations were repeated throughout the 
whole cardiac cycle, as can be seen in the movies of the sup-
plementary content. The GLS waveforms of the same subject 
are depicted in Figure 5 and compared with that obtained from 
the GE scanner and workstation. Consistently with the veloci-
ty vector images of Figure 4, subpixel refinement with optical 
flow returned the best match. Peak fitting and phase correla-
tion led to substantial underestimations. This was observed in 
the ten volunteers, as revealed by the GLS systolic peaks (Fig-
ure 6) The optical flow and GE methods returned values in the 
normal range (around -20%), whereas the GLS peaks obtained 
with peak fitting and phase correlation were in the subnormal 
range. Although a larger variance was observed in the optical 
flow method in comparison with GE, their means were not 
significantly different (p-value = 0.33). The other pairwise 
comparisons indicated significant differences of the means (p-
value < 10-5). The Bland-Altman statistics (Verasonics GLS – 
GE GLS, mean ± 2 std) were: GE vs. 1) peak fitting: 7.2 ± 
3.6%, 2) phase correlation: 14.7 ± 4.3%, 3) optical flow: 2.2 ± 
4.7%. These results denote that phase correlation and peak 
fitting are likely not adapted for in vivo high-frame-rate STE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4. Systolic (left column) and diastolic (right column) motion fields of the left myocardium in one healthy volunteer. From top to bottom: velocity vector 
images derived from three different subpixel techniques based on 1) peak fitting, 2) phase correlation and 3) optical flow. 
 
 
Figure 5. Global longitudinal strain (GLS) waveform in one healthy volunteer 
(same as in Figure 4). GLS was obtained from motion estimation measured by 
peak fitting, phase correlation and optical flow. The GLS provided by the GE 
clinical scanner is represented as a reference. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Distributions of the GLS peaks determined in the ten healthy 
volunteers by peak fitting, phase correlation and optical flow. The GLS 
peak distribution returned by the GE clinical scanner is represented as a 
reference. 
 
  
IV. DISCUSSION 
We introduced high-frame-rate speckle tracking echocardi-
ography (STE) based on steered diverging waves, motion 
compensation, and speckle tracking by block-matching. We 
obtained STE at 500 frames per second, which is around six 
times higher than the frame rate in conventional clinical 
scanners. The in vitro study showed that high tissue velocity 
amplitudes (up to 30 cm/s) can be measured with our meth-
od. The pilot in vivo study illustrated that the global longitu-
dinal strains determined by high-frame-rate STE in ten sub-
jects were consistent with those measured with a commer-
cial workstation. At very high frame rates, local frame-to-
frame displacements can be very small. Subpixel motion 
estimation is thus a critical aspect. Three basic different 
schemes for subpixel refinement in speckle tracking were 
tested. In our in vivo study, a subpixel motion estimator 
through an optical flow method returned the best outputs. To 
sum up, the present study demonstrates that 1) motion com-
pensation is a necessary condition for myocardial speckle 
tracking when coherent compounding is involved; 2) STE of 
the myocardium is feasible at very high frame rates; and 3) 
robust algorithms for subpixel motion estimation are of key 
importance when dealing with in vivo data. These aspects 
are discussed below. 
 
A. Significance of motion compensation for speckle track-
ing in high-frame-rate echocardiography 
Assessment of the myocardial dynamics by speckle tracking 
is possible only if the speckle patterns are well preserved, 
which can be challenging at very high frame rates. Andersen 
et al. have tackled this problem [8] by introducing a multi-
step tracking method including: spatial and temporal filter-
ing, detection of strong-intensity speckles, constrained fea-
ture tracking, and final smoothing. They used a 16:1 parallel 
receive (“explososcanning”, [28]) to obtain long-axis views 
of the left ventricle at 500 frames per second. This compo-
site tracking process might have been necessary to deal with 
the relatively low contrast of their images (no coherent 
compounding was used). In this original feasibility study, 
they tested their approach on ten subjects and confirmed that 
speckle tracking is possible in high-frame-rate echocardiog-
raphy. In our study, we obtained wide-sector scans of high-
quality images of the four cardiac chambers at 500 frames 
per second. As explained earlier, axial motion was compen-
sated during coherent compounding to discard the destruc-
tive interferences that can be generated by the large move-
ments of the myocardium. To this end, motion compensa-
tion (MoCo) was carried out using an original method de-
veloped by Porée et al. and based on tissue Doppler. In the 
absence of MoCo, significant signal losses were discernible 
in the B-mode images (see e.g. Fig. 12 in [14]), especially 
during peak diastole and systole, thus making myocardial 
speckle tracking not viable. In the present study, we demon-
strated both in vitro and in vivo that preservation of the 
speckle patterns through MoCo allowed accurate cardiac 
motion estimation at high frame rates with a standard sub-
pixel block-matching algorithm. This was confirmed by the 
consistent GLS (global longitudinal strain) waveforms ob-
tained with the optical-flow motion estimator in 10 volun-
teers using a Verasonics research scanner. Hence, MoCo is a 
necessary condition for myocardial speckle tracking when 
coherent compounding is required. When less (or no) com-
pounding is done, the adverse effect of motion might be less 
detrimental and might therefore have less impact on speckle 
tracking. It is expected that a compromise must be made in 
terms of image and tracking quality. With regard to the 
MLT (multi-line transmit) approach, since it is compound-
ing-free [9], [10], motion compensation is not needed. It 
would be of interest to investigate to which extent the re-
ceipt cross-talks inherent in MLT may affect speckle track-
ing. 
B. Comparison of the speckle tracking algorithms 
Three basic subpixel block-matching methods were tested, 
with similar input parameters, both in vitro and in vivo, i.e. 
similar subwindow size, ensemble length and validation. 
Significant differences were observed between the in vitro 
and in vivo findings, leading to contradictory conclusions. 
The phase-based approach was the most accurate in vitro, 
regardless of the rotation speed. However, it was ineffective 
in vivo. The rotating disk setup provided high-contrast high-
SNR B-mode images, was free of out-of-plane motions, and 
the movements were rigid (no deformation) and steady (no 
acceleration). These ideal conditions were obviously not met 
in vivo. Furthermore, the in vivo images were marred by 
artifacts classically encountered in medical ultrasound imag-
ing, and mostly related to propagation path and attenuation. 
These disparities likely explain in large part the conflicting 
results observed in our experiments, especially regarding the 
phase correlation. Phase-based algorithms are indeed known 
to be very sensitive to noise [20]. According to our results, it 
is thus likely that phase-based approaches are poorly 
adapted for high-frame-rate echocardiography. A number of 
numerical techniques have been introduced to mitigate the 
adverse effects of noise for phase correlation with least-
squares fitting ([29], [30]). In our study, however, we only 
focused on the comparison of three different motion trackers 
in their most basic form. Note that the transverse oscillation 
approach, also a phase-based technique, has been success-
fully validated in vivo with large-aperture (linear) arrays 
[31], [32]. In the same direction, a recent theoretical study 
described the optimal conditions to estimate the cross-range 
motion using transverse oscillations in cardiac phased array 
imaging [33]. Since their findings were not supported by in 
vivo data, no explicit conclusions can be pronounced regard-
ing the clinical utility. Of note, one in vivo case for cardiac 
motion in echocardiography with transverse oscillations was 
analyzed by Alessandrini et al. [34]. The reported global 
strain values, however, were much below the normal ranges. 
Further in vivo studies are thus required to check the clinical 
reliability of this approach. The method based on peak fit-
ting constantly underestimated the displacements both in 
vitro and in vivo. This can be explained by the well-
documented “peak-locking effect”, the tendency of peak 
fitting to bias towards integral pixel values [35]. In our 
study, pointwise frame-to-frame displacements were all less 
than 0.5 pixels in the cross-range direction; the peak-locking 
effect thus induced a consistent bias towards zero. Although 
other fitting models exist (paraboloid, Gaussian, centroid, 
etc.), they are also all sensitive to the peak-locking effect. In 
our study, the differential optical flow approach returned the 
most accurate GLS waveforms in the 10 subjects (see Figure 
4 and Figure 5), and they were very consistent with those 
obtained by the clinical GE scanner and the EchoPAC work-
station, although some underestimation and larger variance 
were noticed. This further confirms that the myocardial 
  
speckles were well preserved during diverging wave imag-
ing with MoCo-beamforming. 
C. Possible improvements of the optical flow method 
The use of high-frame-rate echocardiography allowed us to 
implement algorithms based on large slow-time ensembles 
(of length 20): 1) ensemble correlation before peak fitting, 
2) ensemble phase-correlation, or 3) overdetermined linear 
systems in the optical flow approach. As already discussed, 
a differential optical flow method provided the best results. 
In the present study, we used a local Lucas-Kanade ap-
proach in its simplest form (locally rigid translations). Par-
ametric models could be integrated to potentially improve 
motion estimation, such as those assuming locally affine 
motions [36]. In particular, this approach has long been used 
in vascular elastography [37], [38]. Since the myocardial 
velocity field is smooth, a global regularized method [39] 
could also increase the robustness of the estimation. In addi-
tion, because tissue Doppler is given by the MoCo process, 
it could be combined with the optical flow measurement in a 
least-squares regularized problem as in [40]. A supplemen-
tary constraint based on tissue Doppler can very likely re-
duce biases. Finally the addition of physiological constraints 
or deformation models [41] could further reduce errors due 
to out-of-plane motions, for example.  
D. GLS – global longitudinal strain 
The global longitudinal strain (GLS) waveforms and peaks 
were concordant with those returned by a clinical ultrasound 
scanner (Figure 5 and Figure 6). We choose GLS as clinical 
index to validate our in vivo results since it has become 
widely accepted in strain imaging for assessing the systolic 
left ventricular function. Due to significant inter-vendor 
variability in strain images, it has been recently reported that 
GLS is the only myocardial strain parameter which may be 
safely used in routine clinical practice [42]. It would be of 
interest to test our approach for determining longitudinal 
strains locally to offer high-frame-rate strain imaging. This 
would be particularly relevant for simultaneous strain imag-
ing in all four cardiac chambers, where wide deep sectors 
are required at the expense of frame rate [43]. High-frame-
rate strain imaging can also be of importance in stress echo-
cardiography where heart beats are around 120 bpm. We 
plan to address these topics in a future study with an MRI-
ultrasound-compatible in vitro phantom [44] which repro-
duces myocardial shortening, torsion and contraction (leng-
thening, untwisting and dilation) during systole (diastole). 
Ground-truth local strains will be determined by sonomicro-
metry.   
E. Volumetric three-components STE and volumetric GLS 
To fully characterize cardiac motion and deformation, vol-
umetric three-component velocity vector imaging (STE) will 
be the logical continuation of this two-dimensional study. 
Since its temporal resolution is limited, 3-D echocardiog-
raphy is currently restricted by the need of stacking several 
small scan volumes acquired during consecutive heart beats. 
This limitation makes 3-D STE not clinically-compliant 
since it requires time-demanding acquisitions and super-
vised post-processing. High-frame-rate 3-D cardiac imaging 
will be needed to attain sufficient temporal and spatial reso-
lutions in a single heartbeat. Different potential strategies 
are worth mentioning: 1) multi-plane transmits [45], a gen-
eralization of the multi-line transmit method; 2) row-
column-addressed arrays [46]; 3) 2-D sparse arrays [47]; 4) 
synthetic aperture imaging with a 1024-element 2-D trans-
ducer array [48], [49]. Whether these different procedures 
adequately preserve the speckle patterns for effective speck-
le tracking has not been investigated. To obtain high-frame-
rate high-quality volumetric echocardiography, we will 
update our MoCo strategy for 3-D using steered spherical 
diverging waves.  
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we presented an innovative method based on 
the combination of motion compensation (MoCo) and 
speckle tracking to perform high-frame-rate STE (speckle 
tracking echocardiography) of the left ventricle. High-
frame-rate velocity vector images of the cardiac muscle 
were generated with three common speckle tracking ap-
proaches for subpixel estimation. Subpixel refinement based 
on differential optical flow was the most robust in the left 
ventricle of 10 subjects and allowed accurate high-frame-
rate STE. This study illustrates that coherent compounding 
with MoCo preserves the speckle patterns and makes it 
possible to carry out efficient speckle tracking. Three-
dimensional speckle tracking of the myocardium will be the 
logical follow-up of the present findings. 
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